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Introduction to the Series
I put this series together over a decade ago, based on various qigong and yi quan techniques I
had learned from my teachers. It can take well over an hour to complete each day, and I can
say without hesitation it is worth the time. It begins with some warm up qigong, followed by
the eight brocades, a standing health set, and wraps just the way it started.

About the Video
Each section below includes a reference to something like “Video file:
00_This_Lesson.mp4”. Those files can be found in the “video” folder, for example:
video/00_This_Lesson.mp4

The Set Sequence
Read through the text of each section for a quick explanation of the exercise. Then watch the
accompanying video for a full explanation and demonstration.
The entire series should be completed in this order. Note: steps 1-3 are repeated as 6-8.
1) Shuai Shou
2) Shaking Gong
3) Open & Close Dantian, Heaven & Earth Sink & Float
4) The Eight Brocades
5) Yiquan Health Set
6) Shuai Shou
7) Shaking Gong
8) Open & Close Dantian, Heaven & Earth Sink & Float

My Daily Practice
Warm Up

These first two exercises are are an excellent way to stimulate the Kidney 1 point on the sole
of the foot and prepare your body for more.

Shuai Shou
Video file: 01_Shuai_Shou.mp4
Shuai Shou (informally known as “swaying”) is a favorite exercise of mine. It is useful in a
variety of ways and has been referred to as the aspirin of the qigong. Historically, the
exercise was used after standing meditation to get the blood circulating. I noticed that it was
also used in the beginning and the end of the Guo Lin anti-cancer fixed foot walking Qigong
Set. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QS2IMYzznJQ)
I like to begin and end a training session with swaying to loosen up in the beginning and to
circulate the blood after standing. I have also used it to fight off a sore throat many times. If
I feel a cold coming on, I will immediately sneak off and sway for five minutes. David
Saltman taught swaying to a person with Parkinson's Disease and found that if the
practitioner swayed for about one minute, his shaking went away for about two hours. I
wonder what would happen if he trained longer…?
If i was very ill, i would sway for thirty minutes to an hour. My fellow practitioners tend to
sway for about fifteen minutes before class. It keeps the muscles in flux so then can't tighten
and become a blockage. It also moves lymph via the muscular actions of the rocking.
I have seen variations in Beijing where the practitioner rises up on their toes and and drops
on their heels, but this type of shocking action could damage the nervous system, warned
Mr.Chan. Feng Zhi Qiang, a top Chen Style Taijiquan Practitioner warned against forceful
stomping in his later years as well.
This is something that I train daily. Swaying is an essential exercise that I have trained for
over 20 years. It is the first thing you find in my "medicine bag " of exercises.

The Method
The practitioner stands in a natural stance with the feet parallel and at shoulder width. The
arms hang loosely at the sides with the palms facing backward squarely. When my weight is
on both heels, the arms are swinging forward loosely from the shoulders. The eyes gaze
downward about 45 degrees below the horizon. Now release the shoulders and swing the
palms backward while looking "slantingly upward" as BP Chan used to say. This action will
put your weight on the Yong Chuan /Kidney 1 Point. When your arms run out of slack, they
will rebound forward again sitting you back on you heels. You can repeat this cycle for a
couple of minutes or much longer.

Shaking Gong
Video file: 02_Shaking_Gong.mp4
This method is something I stumbled upon accidentally while trying to loosen up during
training. I spoke to Mr. Chan about this and he told me to be careful not to allow my head to
wobble as this could injure the nervous system. I spoke to him about some of my
experiences while doing it and my concerns, in particular about some energetic “outflow” I
felt. When I spoke to him regarding this he told me "don't worry if you feel that Qi leaving as
it will draw in more Qi". Dr. Xie Pei Qi, a high level Yin Style Baguazhang Practitioner did
Shaking Gong between the various Qi cultivating exercises. I have found it to be very useful
in smoothing out the energy in the body as well as strengthening the bones and loosening the
tissue. I always precede this exercise with Shuai Shou (described above). I will shake 1
minute for every 5 Minutes that i have swayed. This is part of my daily training.

The Method
Continuing from the Shuai Shou, you stay in the natural stance with your arms hanging
down naturally with the middle finger aligning to your side seam. You release your hips,
knees and ankles and allow your body-weight to drop approximately an inch and then you
catch your weight in your feet and press your body back up. This creates an upward bounce
of the tissue on the bone, allowing you to release tension from the muscle tissue as well as
stretching the tendons and loosening the joints in the arms. The joints in the arms and the

shaking in the arms are initiated entirely from the movement of the legs, and there is
absolutely no muscular activity used to create this movement of the arms. The arms are
hanging, as are the shoulders, from the crown point downward. As you shake, it’s important
to not let your head “bobble” around on top of your spine. Stay centered, hanging from the
crown point. Breathe naturally during the exercise. Gradually slow the exercise down at the
end of the session.

Open & Close Dantian, Heaven & Earth Sink & Float
Video file: 03_Open_Close_Dantian_Sink_Float.mp4
This is used as an opening and closing method as it smooths the energy flow and draws in
more energy. These exercises are from the Yiquan System.

The Method
Open & Close Dantian: Stand in a natural stance and exhale. When you exhale and your
lungs empty, your spine closes from the top down lowering your gaze to no more than 45
Degrees below the horizon. Your weight will shift toward your heels during the exhale and
your palms will coil back to back approximately one fist's width apart in front of the Dantian.
If you coil closer that one fist, you will pop your shoulders out of their seat and oppress the
heart and Lungs. Now inhale raising the crown point and "wake up" into posture as your
weight shifts to the Yong Chuan ( K-1 Point). This opening action will naturally separate the
palms to the body’s width and the gaze will rise to (no more than) 45 Degrees above the
horizon. This makes one cycle. Repeat this seven times. This is called "Open & Close
Dantian". I find that i get compound results when i inhale with the intent of drawing in
energy through the navel. This is a skill we used for nine months and was motivated by
intent.
Heaven & Earth, Sinking & Floating: You "wake up" into the posture, inhaling and
Guiding & Guarding the palms upward with the eyes to approximately the level of the Solar
Plexus. You will know the point naturally as your awareness grows because you will feel the
obstruction caused by going too high. The eyes look "slantingly upward" and the weight
naturally is pulled into position (Yong Chuan / K-1) by the raising crown point (Bai Hui / Gv
- 20). Now exhale, Guiding & Guarding the overturning palms with the eyes to gaze no lower

than 45 degrees below the horizon and rising with the Bai Hui in balanced opposition to the
seating of the palms in the gravitational centers of the feet. This makes one cycle. Repeat
this action seven times. I find that this exercise yields interesting results if the intent is to
draw up from Hui Yin / CV-1).

The Eight Brocades
These exercises are known as Ba Duan Jin or the Eight Pieces of Brocade. These Dao Yin are
over 900 years old and one of my essential exercises. They are a foundational exercise that
prepares the body for receiving and storing energy. These are not to be confused with other
moving qigong that are often practiced after the stillness portion of the training. These eight
exercises balance the energy and emotions in the simplest terms.
If you search for the eight brocades on the internet, you will find a slightly different version
of the eight postures than what I present here. I always aim to train within the bounds of
principles, especially with regard to keeping alignment, maintaining your centers, and
allowing the eyes to guide and guard your movement. This version of the brocades was
taught to me by BP Chan(?true?) and works within those guidelines.

First Brocade: Twin Hands Supporting the Heavens
Video file: o4_First_Brocade.mp4
The First Brocade or "Twin Hands Supporting the Heavens" is use to balance the San Jiao
( 三 焦）or Triple Warmers. This can be paired with a Shhhh sound to to calm the energy
down and prepare one for some stillness training.

The Method:
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Natural Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward while Guiding & Guarding the open
palms up to the "Holding the Camera" position. This is the opening movement. The palms
rotate (coil out) from the side center up to the "Holding the Camera" position, then they both
slowly drop and coil into side center before the body closes and the fingers interlace. The
eyes "Guide and Guard” the hands to roll up and out 45 Degrees until the fingers separate,
then use the eyes to "Guide and Guard" the hands to about solar plexus height and then
move the eyes upward in opposition of the downward An force as your pinky fingers arrive at
the side seam again. Repeat this eight times and as Mr Chan would say, "don't forget to
breathing”...

Second Brocade: Drawing the Bow Like Shooting Vultures
Video file: 05_Second_Brocade.mp4
The Second Brocade or “Drawing the Bow like Shooting Vultures” is an internal organ
massage and also releases heat from the Heart and Pericardium. It releases heat via the
Zhong Chong /Pericardium 9 Point and motivated by the expression of the "HA" sound. Dr.
Xie Peiqi said "when your child's hands are cold, you will blow warmth onto their hands with
a ‘HA’ sound; you already know how to blow out the heat".

The Method
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Horse Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward. While the heel is drilling downward,
the palms rotate (coil out) from the side center up to the "Holding the Camera" position.
This is the opening movement.
The hands both slowly drop and rub/embrace the belly as the hands coil into fists starting
with the pinky and ending with the thumb. Turn the torso 45 degrees to the left with a
gathering inhale and return to center. Then turn 45 Degrees to the left again and draw the
Jian Jue ("sword secret" hand position with the index and middle finger pointing and the
thumb touching the ring finger) to the left flank with another inhale. Then turn back to
center and project the heat out of Zhong Chong with an inaudible ‘HA’ sound. Let the head
move with the body in this example and do not let the hands outside your peripheral vision
as this will defect the Shoulder Joint.
Now change the Jian Jue into a two finger bow string grasping hand while turning 45
Degrees to the right thus repeating the "shooting" action to the right. Repeat this cycle 8
times "shooting" left and right alternately - 16 times total. Complete the exercise by raising
up from the crown point with an inhale Guiding & Guarding the hands up with the eyes and
then Guide & Guard the hands downward with an exhale while pressing the hands
downward to the level of the solar plexus then continue pressing downward while the eyes
and crown point press upward in balanced opposition.
Then relax when complete.

Third Brocade: Stretching One Hand Skyward Left and Right
Alternately to Sooth the Spleen and Stomach
Video file: 06_Third_Brocade.mp4
The Third Brocade or "Stretching One Hand Skyward Left & Right Alternately to Sooth the
Spleen & Stomach" is used to balance the Earth Element in Chinese Medicine. The spleen
and stomach are the Digestive Element (in Chinese medicine) and are how the body extracts
energy from food. It is considered Central Equilibrium and its balance has a profound effect
on the other Elements. This can be paired with an inaudible ‘HU’ sound to increase
effectiveness. I feel that the western counterpart of this sound is similar to the sound that
one would make once danger has passed. This energetic release requires a pursing of the
lips. The lips are considered the external of the Earth Element. One's lip color will reveal the
condition of one's Digestive System. This is why we are attracted to red lips as this would
indicated an abundance of blood. This is ideal when considering reproduction and is
observed on a primitive subconscious level.

The Method
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Natural Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward while Guiding & Guarding the open
palms up to the "Holding the Camera" position. This is the opening movement.
Then Guide & Guard the hands down towards the Kua or Inguinal Crease and seat the palms.
Spiral the left palm up the centerline pinky leading to arrive one fist's width from the
hairline. The right palm seats at the waist line. Exhale while stretching the left palm 45
degrees upward being careful not to unseat the shoulder joint Guided & Guarded by the eyes
and press the right palm downward with An Jin to arrive seated at side center. Release the
tension and Guide & Guard the upper hand downward to no lower than 45 degrees below the
horizon and then pick up the rising right hand and Guide & Guard it to to upper position one
fist's width distance from the hairline while the left seated palm arrives at the waistline in
harmony with the upper palm's arrival at it's target center. Stretch both hands in balanced
opposition with a silent ‘HU’ sound. This makes one cycle.
Repeat the cycle 8 times and after the last expression, coil the right palm down the centerline
Guided & Guarded by the eyes to not more than 45 Degrees below the horizon, then raise the
eyes/Crown Point in balanced opposition to the Embracing Palms creating an An Jin then
with an inhale Guiding & Guarding the hands up with the eyes and then rotating around the
still elbows Guide & Guard the hands downward with an exhale while pressing downward to

the level of the solar plexus then continue pressing downward while the eyes and crown
point press upward in balanced opposition.
Then relax when complete.

Fourth Brocade: Looking Back Seven Times to Rid the Body of the
Five Injuries and Seven Toils
Video file: 07_Fourth_Brocade.mp4
This exercise is called "Looking Back Seven Times to Rid the Body of the Five Injuries and
Seven Toils" and is used to balance emotions and the health of the organs. The "Five
Injuries" refers to the imbalances of the Zang and Fu organs. The organs are paired in Solid
& Hollow or Yin & Yang relationships. The organ pairs work in harmony with each other and
are organized in relation to the Five Elements as they integrate with each other. Each
Element relates to an emotion and emotions are felt by chemicals released into the
bloodstream. These chemicals leave residue in the organs that can effect their health. This
chemical log jam is often the result of emotions being restrained. When a person cries or
screams, they are seeking balance. When this is restricted in an attempt to be civilized, the
energies and chemical balancing are restricted as well. There are simple/mechanical
versions of this exercise and advanced/energetic versions as well. That being said, it is
always good to look at the basic structure for tightness and restriction.

The Method
Stand in a natural stance and seat the palms at side center, inhaling, then turn your head to
the left to look over the left shoulder while pressing the head upwards and the palms
downward in balanced opposition. Inhale back to center and then repeat on the right side.
This makes one cycle and should be repeated for seven cycles. A more energetic version has
one smoothly sweeping the left and right hemispheres with their eyes seven times, then
looking down and back seven times. It is important that the eyes sweep smoothly and do not
skip an area. We use our eyes to access memories, auditory recollection, and we even look
towards out bodies/organs when we recollect a feeling. This is because the chemical change
in the organ created the feeling in the body. This exercise will cause us to deal with the
feelings that we bury and ignore.
Ear covering and tapping: I added this part to what I was taught as I like the energy it
brings and I want to open the three passes (Yu Zhen, Jia Ji, Wei Lu). This is the most
energetic of the Brocades in my experience and it will make me sweat even in the cold.
First, slap the palms together flat in front of you and warm them with a short inhale (so we
don't introduce a cold invasion into the body) and use the Kua and Yao (spine) to shake left
and right quickly in short bursts to train force generation at the same time as warming the
palms. Cover the ears with the palms and hook the middle fingers at the base of the skull/
occiput/GB 20. Inhale 9 times slowly and quietly. Exhale a silent ‘HA’ sound releasing
energy from Lao Gong/PC8 into the ears/kidneys (External of the kidney in TCM - the ears

and kidneys form at the same time in fetal development) and release your holding strength
and hold the hooked palms/arms (which want to fall forward with your release of strength)
up with your spirit/gaze (raise crown point). This method helps open the neck and
strengthens the upper spine. After completing the nine breaths, tap the occiput with all ten
fingers (stimulating the six meridians in each hand) sequentially starting with the pinky
finger. BP Chan liked to multitask so he would tap with all of the fingers and train his “DO
RE MI Skills”.

Fifth Brocade: Shaking Both Your Head and Tail Like a Lion to Lower
the Xin Huo Heart Fire
Video file: 08_Fifth_Brocade.mp4
This exercise is called "Shaking both your Head & Tail (like a Lion) to lower the Heart Fire”.
It is the Fifth Brocade and is used to lower the Heart Fire which will help one enter into a
state of tranquility. Some people translate Xin Huo /Heart Fire as Heart Burn/Indigestion.
Xin Huo is a term referring to the over activity of the Mind/Heart Energy; it does not refer to
heartburn. Calming the mind is necessary to be able to effectively train qigong.

The Method
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Horse Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward while Guiding & Guarding the open
palms up to the "Holding the Camera" position. This is the opening movement.
Then lower the hands placing the four fingers of the palm inward on the middle of the thigh
with the thumbs grasping the outside of the thigh. Exhale bending the waist forward and
swinging the torso over the left thigh stretching the waist, aided by the pressing of the right
palm into the thigh and pushing the torso to the left. Once the head and torso are over the
left thigh, look back to turn the head with the intent of looking toward the back right heel.
The turning back action causes the shoulder to roll back and down coiling into the seat of the
joint. Pause, then look back towards the left knee uncoiling the shoulder and drop and swing
the torso back inhaling to center position.
Now repeat these actions to the right to make one cycle. Repeat for 8 cycles and then close by
raising the crown point while Guiding & Guarding the palms outward and upward circling
around the still point of the elbow. The raising up will drag the empty foot into a natural
posture. Then exhale Guiding & Guarding the palms finger tips leading with the eyes to no
lower than 45 Degrees below the horizon and then continue lowering and seating the palms
into the gravitational centers of the feet while raising the crown point in balanced
opposition. Relax and stand up. This Brocade can be paired with the inaudible "HA" sound
to help in releasing the heat.

Sixth Brocade: Raising Your Heels and Bending Backwards Seven
Times - All of Your Diseases Will Disappear
Video file: 09_Sixth_Brocade.mp4
This exercise is called "Raising Your Heels and Bending Backward Seven Times, All of Your
Diseases will Disappear" and is used to strengthen the Kidneys. When the Kidneys are
strong, the endocrine system is strong as well. When the endocrine system is healthy, the
bloodstream will have an abundance of hormones and endorphins. When these are plentiful,
they will create a sense of vigor and wellbeing.

The Method
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Natural Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward while Guiding & Guarding the open
palms up to the "Holding the Camera" position. This is the opening movement.
Then exhale and Guide & Guard the hands down towards the Kua or Inguinal Crease and
seat the palms. Inhale and let the palms relax and hang at side center. Exhale and close and
slide the palms up the back to align the Lao Gong (PC 8) with the Shen Shu (BL 23). Now,
inhale and raise your heels off of the floor and arch your back while looking upward no more
than 45 degrees above the horizon. Then exhale with a silent ‘HA’ sound, releasing energy
from the Lao Gong Points into the Shen Shu Points while lowering the heels slowly and
closing again. When you inhale, the spine opens in the front and closes in the back. When
you exhale, the front closes and the back opens. This makes one cycle.
Repeat this exercise for seven cycles. Then inhale while letting the arms release and hang at
side center. Then exhale to connect with the hands. Then inhale, Guiding & Guarding the
hands up with the eyes and then rotating around the still elbows Guide & Guard the hands
downward with an exhale while pressing downward to the level of the solar plexus then
continue pressing downward while the eyes and crown point press upward in balanced
opposition.
Then relax when complete .

Seventh Brocade: Clench Your Fists Like in Anger, Will Increase
Strength
Video file: 10_Seventh_Brocade.mp4
This exercise is called "Clench your Fists like in Anger, Will Increase Strength” and is used to
release heat from the Liver. The Liver is the Wood Element in Five Element Theory and is
also known as "Mother of the Tendons". The Finger Nail is considered the tip of the Tendon
and their condition can give an indication of the Tendons health. When the nails are dry and
cracking, your Tendons will be tight. This is because Liver health effects Blood health.
When the Liver is calm and it's energy is smooth, then the blood will be plentiful. When the
Blood is full, the Tendons will become supple. The longer the Tendon, the more potential
energy is available. When you clench the fists in this exercise, it is only the fists that tighten.
The arms and shoulders do not tighten; like when a baby grasps your finger in their fist and
uses no other strength in it's arm or body. When the Liver is hot the eyes will burn. We
glare in this exercise with wide eyes to let the heat out of the Liver because the Liver "Opens
into the Eyes". An example of the liver/eye connection is that a person's eyes turn yellow
when the liver is jaundiced.

The Method
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Horse Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward while Guiding & Guarding the open
palms up to the "Holding the Camera" position. This is the opening movement.
Then exhale and slowly drop the hands and rub/embrace the belly with the arms as the
hands coil into fists starting with the pinky and ending with the thumb. Inhale positivity as
you put the right fist out palm downward at a 45 Degree angle. Now exhale and widen the
eyes glaring angrily as you slowly "punch" with the left and pull back with the right fist
coiling the fists to change together while retaining their "palm to palm” relationship. Then
inhale positivity as you draw the left fist back. This makes one cycle. Repeat this 8 times
and then switch sides and repeat. Then exhale, Guiding & Guarding the palms and finger
tips, leading with the eyes to no lower than 45 Degrees below the horizon and then continue
lowering and seating the palms into the gravitational centers of the feet while raising the
crown point in balanced opposition. Relax and stand up.
This exercise can be paired with a SHI sound. This would be like saying shit without the t. I
like to use that sound/word because i can connect the sound/word to the release of anger
when i say Shit with out the t. When I try to mimic a Chinese sound, I don't have the same
emotional release. That is my feeling… try it for yourself.

Eighth Brocade: Bending and Grasping the Feet Will Strengthen the
Kidneys
Video file: 11_Eighth_Brocade.mp4
This exercise is called "Bending & Grasping the Feet Will Strengthen the Kidneys".
Strengthening the Kidneys is somehow a part of every Qigong set /exercise. The Kidneys are
the Water Element and it is the interaction of Fire and Water that is Alchemy. When the
Kidneys are strong, the endocrine system is strong as well. When the endocrine system is
healthy, the bloodstream will have an abundance of hormones and endorphins. When these
are plentiful, they will create a sense of vigor and wellbeing.

The Method
Step out to the left and Hook Step into a Natural Stance. The open hands first coil down the
side seams in opposition of the crown point rising to stabilize while hook stepping. Once the
heel is set, turn the waist forward, drilling downward while Guiding & Guarding the open
palms up to the "Holding the Camera" position. This is the opening movement.
Then exhale and Guide & Guard the hands down towards the Kua or Inguinal Crease and
seat the palms as the eyes and crown point rise in balanced opposition. The Eyes continue
above the horizon and you arch your back then inhale as the Palms roll out and up to stretch
overhead facing palm to palm with you pausing on the balls on your feet. Exhale and lower
your palms and heels in harmony as you sit down grasping your knees and not letting them
past your toes. Gaze down and relax your lower back letting gravity stretch it. Then grasp
your toes and inhale straightening your legs and pressing your Ming Men / Gv-4 skyward
while pulling upward on the front of your feet. Lift your head and look forward to complete
the posture.
Now exhale and squat down again and repeat for four cycles total before rising up on your
toes and starting another set of four repetitions. To complete the set inhale and rise up on
the toes, pause, and then exhale and Guide & Guard the hands downward with an exhale
while pressing downward to the level of the solar plexus then continue pressing downward
while the eyes and crown point press upward in balanced opposition.
Then relax when complete.

Yiquan Yang Sheng Health Set
Video file: 12_Yiquan_Heath_Set.mp4
The Yiquan Yang Sheng Set is a great standing set for balancing the body both structurally
and energetically. I have used the set for years to chase away all manner of illness from
Cancer to Osteo Necrosis to IBS to Depression to Diabetes. A Student of mine used these to
lower his blood sugar from 250 to 110 in two weeks. I can't praise this set enough. The
postures are held for 1-3 minutes to start and building with time to suite your needs and
goals. It is important that the eyes gaze above the horizon and that one releases any
unnecessary tension. This will require that one seeks the correct alignment of the bones. In
the beginning it is important to stand in each posture for an even amount of time in attempt
to acquire balance. Practitioners will often abandon particular postures as they are
uncomfortable with the uncontrollable shaking that may occur. This shaking is actually a
sign that your body is trying to break through a blockage. It is advisable that you actually
spend more time in those postures where you are experiencing shaking.

